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BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

SC      CHILDRESS, Nell J.,             1962-1965
2263     1883-1987

Letters (2) written by Nell Childress, Auburn,  
Kentucky, to her friends Louise Blakey and Margie  
Helm in Bowling Green, Kentucky.  The 1962 letter  
describes the commemorative locomotive “The  
General” that visited Auburn during the Civil War  
centennial.  The other letter discusses community  
events, particularly information about the Auburn  
Baptist Church.

1 folder.  2 items.  Original and photocopy.
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SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Amish – Logan County – Mentioned
Auburn Baptist Church – Relating to
Baptists – Logan County
Burnett, George – Comments about
Churches – Logan County
Civil War, 1861-1865 – Centennial, 1962
Clay, Cassius Marcellus, 1810-1903 – Comments about, 1965
The General (Locomotive)
Shaker Museum (Auburn) – Mentioned
Shakers – South Union – Relating to
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